Mondale rolls over Hart in Presidential primary; Foglietta wins nomination; Vaughan falls short

**Former Vice President Walter Mondale during his victory speech last night at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel**

**Former Vice President Walter Mondale**

By Peter Canella


With 77 percent of the precincts reporting, Mondale drew 45 percent of the vote statewide, with 34 percent for Jackson.

The victory, coming on the heels of Mondale's New Hampshire primary, gave Mondale momentum heading into the South Carolina primary. It also means that he is once again the front-runner in the nomination.

Mondale looked beyond Hart and concentrated on President Ronald Reagan in his victory speech.

"There's nothing wrong with crass standing music. The reporters started turning the music off, as if sensing an important story. Then things went back to recording the election results.

"Let's face it. I think we're going in the same direction only (the elephant) and on to the (Democratic) party."

Afterward, Jackson spoke of his "never be the same again". He let it be known that he is going on to the primary in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, which is a New England state.

Jackson declined to endorse either candidate last week. "But more especially, the spirit of the United States Congress..." he said.

A former Mondale aids said heictionaries who support the candidate said he needed a change in the White House.

Mondale was second on the board - women, minorities, that needed a change of direction. "We need more than a new President," he said.

"I think that the people of the United States Congress and people living in this country - we're going to have to change our government," Foglietta said.

"We can't forget that the government is right now moving towards direction that's wrong."

With 60 percent of the votes in, Foglietta had won his seat without the Democratic party. "It's a victory," he said.

"I think the people of the United States Congress and people living in this country - we're going to have to change our government," Foglietta said.

"I can feel it," he told supporters.

"Former congressman Dorris Goode when he ended his speech by telling his audience that "I win, thank you.""
Campus Events
A listing of University news and events

Student Life and Activities:
- **Get Inspired** Escape from eyewitness report by Judy Charv
  - Sponsored by CARP
  - **CONNAISSANCE** presents Dean 9 pm Vance Hall B-1
    - Sponsored
- International terrorist network
- Freedom seder celebrating the
  - Mercoledi Dane 4 00 Aiie 5 30

Media and Information:
- The sights and sounds of Primary Night 1984
- The  crowd  of  Hart  supporters
- Nothing gonna break my

University News:
- **Shooting** "We got it" Challenge by Max satellite from space
  - Max satellite from space
- **Shooting** "We got it" by Jonathon Brody
  - Jonathon Brody

Events and Meetings:
- **SPEAKER SERIES** in Human Rights and Ethics 3
  - Sponsored by the Wharton Center for the Performing Arts
- **RESEARCH/PUBLISHING IN** Moot Courtroom Call 898-5261
  - RESEARCH/PUBLISHING IN Moot Courtroom
- **TRAVEL TRAINING PROGRAMS**
  - Travel Training Programs

Concerts and Performances:
- **A CONCERT ON Tna Grean**
  - Sponsored by the Panhellenic Committee
- **A CONCERT ON Tna Grean**
  - Sponsored by the Panhellenic Committee

Cultural and Educational:
- **AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL**
  - AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
- **INTERNSHIP GENERAL**
  - INTERNSHIP GENERAL

Sports and Recreation:
- **Game**
  - Game
- **Game**
  - Game

Community and Social:
- **KITE AND KEY**
  - KITE AND KEY

Announcements and Notices:
- **FOR BOTH MEN and women**
  - FOR BOTH MEN and women
- **PENN IVY NEWCOMERS**
  - PENN IVY NEWCOMERS
- **SEARCH FOR UPS FOUNDA**
  - SEARCH FOR UPS FOUNDA
- **newly composed music by**
  - newly composed music by

News in Brief:
- **WASHINGTON** - The government, already pres-
  - The government, already present with brakes that lock prematurely, an-
- **WAS MOSES a biblical peace ac**
  - WAS MOSES a biblical peace ac
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- **Game**
  - Game
- **Game**
  - Game
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Hart vows comeback as campaign moves west

By WILL MARTYN

Washington (AP) - Sen. Gary Hart and his campaign team were all but awaiting victory in the Pennsylvania primary yesterday, knowing that a second-place finish would clinch him a spot in the Democratic nomination race. Hart's strongest challenge was expected to come from former U.S. Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas. But Hart, with more than 50 percent of the vote for the Democratic nomination, said he was "very encouraged." He added: "We'll stay in the race."

"What we're doing now is making sure that people in the states that follow Pennsylvania know that Gary Hart is the candidate that's fighting for them," he said.

"Gary is running against a president," Hart said. "He's running against someone who has lost his principles."

"The campaign was organized too late, especially in relation to Democratic nomination results," Safran said.

"I would like to say that we fought with every ounce of our being," Taylor said. "I expect there to be a lot of cheating inside the polls."

"We expect there to be a lot of people who come up with predictions on who's going to win the convention," he added.

"With nearly all districts reporting, we have won the convention," he added. "I'm very encouraged."

"The candidates who have worked hard, who have worked for so long, are going to put the results on the screen," Taylor said last night.

Tayoun last night accredited his win to the "voters who believe in the office and the person who can make a difference in their lives."

"He stressed that he is proud of the support he has received from the diverse communities of West Philadelphia. "The community is what has made me successful," he said.

"But the fact that he ran a volunteer campaign is a testament to his commitment to the election day, and I feel good about that," he said.

"They put their time in," Taylor said. "So they're going to get their reward."

"We need to establish community groups which are going to help solve them."

"I've already done enough to have Taylor elected."

"So I don't think that we're going to see a lot of people who come up with predictions on who's going to win the convention," he added.
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Witney, Williams gain party nod for state races

By MICHELL FULKE

Two-term incumbent State Rep. Will Witney, R-Downtown, won the Democratic nomination in the 47th District at a tight race with state Sen. Velma Evers, D-Downtown. In other area races, Democrats won outright. Hart campaign national manager Bobbice Shaffner echoed the sentiments of most Hart supporters. "We're not discouraged. "He did quite well, but Mondale is overall in the same and Jackson won the one," Shaffner said. "Overall, they say that if he's by 10 per- cent we should be quite happy."

"Hart, who graduated from the University in 1979, said that the Hart campaign was being "very well organized." "Now we're going to be in the convention," he added.

"The atmosphere became festive as the downtown hotel's crowded room awaited the results, which were being transmitted from key polls in Pennsylvania," Hart said late last night.

"They're not going to have a victory party. A lot of people are going to come up with predictions on who's going to win the convention," he added.

"We'll stay in the race."
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Faculty Senate seeks to restore salaries to pre-inflation levels

By HEIDE ESTES

A Faculty Senate committee has released a five-year plan which attempts to restore faculty income to pre-inflation levels of the early 1970's.

The plan, which was drawn up by the Senate Committee on the Economic Status of the Faculty, is in response to a recession in wages in which faculty salaries rose at a rate far less than that of inflation. Faculty Senate Chairman June Annexstad said. As a result, faculty salaries have effectively increased less than 9.5 percent since 1973, she added.

Provost Thomas Ehrlich, responded to the proposed plan in a speech which noted that high wages in the past three years have enabled the University to maintain competitive with other schools in similar salary.

The plan recommends minimum raises for assistant professors, 3.0 percent for associate professors and 2.5 percent for full professors.

"The five-year plan tries to do a number of things," Annexstad said. "It rests any grants against the impact of inflation and maintains the standard of living of the faculty."
Live Music At Bar!

Wed. Thu. Fri. 3-7

The Gold Standard at Penn

PALLADIUM

Restaurant and

Bar

387-DINE

FOR MORE INFORMATION
561-337a
or call usa.

THE PHILADELPHIA HEALTH PLAN

AS A MATTER OF FACT, THERE'S

To Sign up call 898-7529

Select one ol eight medical offices most convenient

THERE MUST BE A REASON
WHY 5 OUT OF 4 FACULTY
STAFF AT U of P CHOOSE
THE PHILADELPHIA HEALTH PLAN
OVER ALL OTHER HMO PLANS

AS A MATTER OF FACT, THERE'S
MORE THAN ONE REASON.

• OUR BENEFITS...
The Philadelphia Health Plan offers total health care benefits with no exclusions and only a $10 per patient cost. Routine office visits, pediatrics care, hospitalization and other services are fully covered! We save you money by providing better benefits for a payroll deduction that is similar or even less than Blue Cross.

• OUR HOSPITALS...
When choosing an HMO, look closely at the hospitals. Our network includes the Pennsylvania Hospital, Drexel Hospital, Graduate Hospital, Presbyterian Medical Center, and Wills Eye Hospital, and more. You'll have more choices, and you can be sure you'll get the best possible care.

• OUR PERSONALIZED CARE...
Your plan is designed to fit your lifestyle. Our counselors are trained and knowledgeable in all facets of health care, and they will work with you to develop a personalized health care plan.

• OUR CONVENIENCE...
Select one of eight medical offices most convenient to you. Our network of doctors is extensive, and many are available for same-day appointments. Our prepay care teams are dedicated to providing the best possible care for you and your family.

THE PHILADELPHIA HEALTH PLAN
We keep the cost of living down.

Rusk to address foreign policy
Former secretary of state to appear at U.

Rusk’s major position in the
administration of Vietnam War
was as Secretary of Defense. An
American diplomat and a
member of the Democratic
Party, Rusk served in several
administration.

Rusk was a key figure in the
discussion of foreign policy during the
cold war. He is known for his
statesmanship and his ability to
negotiate with other countries.

Rusk’s message is expected to
be timely and relevant, as many
issues from the Vietnam War still
have a presence in modern
diplomacy.

Rusk will be discussing
American foreign policy, and
the various aspects of its
impact on the country.

Rusk’s message is expected to
be timely and relevant, as many
issues from the Vietnam War still
have a presence in modern
diplomacy.
Light the Torch
Fling to have Olympic theme
By ELIZABETH PICO
Los Angeles, April 19, 1984

This year there will be more entertainment, more variety, more involvement and a different spirit.

Andrew said that in keeping with that theme, there is a Spring Fling logo that is a copy of the Olympic five circle decorations. The logo will be on pins and tickets.

Andrew said, adding he is very confident and excited about the weekend as long as the weather holds out.

The theme of the weekend is what makes it different this Spring Fling and it is to have Olympic theme.

She added that the group originally wanted a theme that would be relevant to 1984, but vetoed the obvious choice because they thought it would go against the theme.

"For example, the traditional live-legged race was renamed Pennylmpics and the balloon shaving contest renamed Penvmephacle and the balloon shaving contest renamed Penvmephacle and the balloon shaving contest renamed Penvmephacle and the balloon shaving contest renamed Penvmephacle and the balloon shaving contest.

The theme has made the preparation work easier and will be more involved and a different experience.

Dave Bartholomew, their chairman, Wharton junior said that the theme still will be more involved and a different experience.

"We try to produce a
different theme each year. "The theme has made the preparation work easier and will be more involved and a different experience" said Co-chairman Andre Lansans.

The theme is the name of the Fling, as decided by the three Spring Fling co-chairmen last May.

"And this Spring Fling will also be the most unusual. "The theme has made the preparation work easier and will be more involved and a different experience" said Co-chairman Andre Lansans.
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Music to run almost non-stop

Eve in confusions well deserved if that wish arrives at the Quadrangle. "We wanted a Penn Tango, is scheduled to begin after the opening process of about 35 bands and 20 jugglers, dancers and arts groups."

"We have a good balance of on campus and off campus bands that Farber calls "rock, new wave and very danceable. U.S. Airwaves is really fantastic."

The afternoon features two performing arts groups, the Campus Song and Dance Ensemble and a jazz dance troupe called Copacetic. Liana Long and Cynthia Spark and a jazz dance ensemble as "bluegrass and other programs the schedule of events will be distributed."

The quantity of food consumed in the Quadrangle will be enormous — students will be fighting to manage the nearly $25,000 budget allotted to them. "Last year Alpha Epsilon Pi fraternity sold over 8,000 hamburgers and Mushrooms sold over 8,000 ribs, chicken and sides," said Brant, a Wharton senior.

"There's no telling who will be eating at Fling," she said. "We had 1000 balloons last year but will have more than 4000 balloons this year..."

"It's a really busy time in town, especially with the concert," she said. "And unless you're planning on joining the empty-</p>

President Sheldon Hackney providing some of the best Fling entertainment

Endless Bliss
Music to run almost non-stop

By KERRY OGATA

Just to get the details out of the way, the Spring Fling committee has scheduled more than 35 hours of entertainment over the next three days. Music is the main event.

And unless you're planning on joining the empty- ended bliss. And picking up after all the eaters will be quite a task. Buildings will be filled with 6000 ribs, 2000 hot dogs and fried mozzarella steak on garlic bread, to begin the weekend. Committee members will be inflating the 4000 balloons they've been promised for this year. "We had to get the stuff to the printer on Clarion Street," said Farber.

"One of my responsibilities is the porta-toilets," he said. "We make sure the stuff stays in the garbage bags," Farber said. "We also organize people to clean up, everyone gets involved."

"We're offering as much as we can to try to please as many people as possible," she said. "It's not easy to please everyone, but there will be different things happening each night."

"This year we're offering more in terms of quantity and diversity of total entertainment." she said.
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Backstage labor
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University City Nautilus
University City Mall - 4009 Locust Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104
382-9010

8 p.m. — Audience members are greeted by a friendly volunteer who helps them find their seats.
9:30 p.m. — The performance begins with a lively opening act, featuring a variety of musical numbers and dance routines.
11 p.m. — The evening concludes with a finale that leaves the audience eager for more.

---

The Schedule
Thursday Night
7 p.m. — Inner City
7:30 p.m. — John Marshall
8 p.m. — Piper at the Zellerbach
8:15 p.m. — The Jones Boys
9 p.m. — U.S. Airports
10 p.m. — South Colored Band

Friday
11 a.m. — Wokeston Football
11:15 a.m. — The Celtics
12 noon — The Celtics
12:30 p.m. — Canard
1:15 p.m. — Human Centipede
1:25 p.m. — Glass of Dirt
2:05 p.m. — Covered Bridge
2:30 p.m. — The Donuts
3:20 p.m. — Junior Palace
4:15 p.m. — Patti and Ensemble
4:45 p.m. — The Donuts

Saturday
11:15 a.m. — Halo
11:30 a.m. — Halo
12 noon — The Human Pyramid
12:30 p.m. — The Business
1:00 p.m. — Egg Toss
1:30 p.m. — The Golden 2000
2:00 p.m. — The Time Controls
3:30 p.m. — Championship Coleefy

---

Special
$59
for a membership that lasts until the end of the semester

Call For Your Free Trial Appointment Now!
Prof named head of Shakespeare Library

By JEAN SHERMAN

Historical professor Werner Gundersheimer, named director of the Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, D.C.

Gundersheimer, a former history department chairman who has been at the University since 1966, is on a leave from the University this year.

"I'm very excited," Gundersheimer said. "I'm looking forward to the new challenge."

"The extremely honored position in which I have been placed, one of the major organizations in my field, is very special," he added.

Gundersheimer said that as new position entails several major areas of study, he needs to attend a very complete cultural education. "I'm looking forward to the new position," he said.

He added that the Folger Shakespeare Library is a professional theater company, which sponsors live plays in the Washington area.

"I'm extremely honored to be chosen to lead one of the major cultural institution," Gundersheimer said that his new position entails several major areas of study.

"I'm looking forward to the new challenge."said Gundersheimer leave.

"We are sad to lose so splendid a colleague," Faculty of Arts and Sciences Dean Joel Conarroe said.

"But we can wish him only the greatest of good fortune in his new position."

"He is an inspired choice for this very important position in that he is a scholar of the Renaissance and also a broadly educated humanist with a deep interest in music and drama," Conarroe said.

Jackson wins Philadelphia in strong state showing

Jackson's strong showing in Pennsylvania followed by strong performance in New York primary, in which he came within a percentage of winning that bordered Mondale. The PUSH founder's strength in the industrial Northeast particularly among black voters — has increased the chance that neither Hart nor Mondale will win a majority of delegate support from the convention.

"We didn't have much to spend," he said. "We are open inspiration, dedication and enthusiasm so that one day (the old minorities) will really be a part of this democracy."
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"But we can wish him only the greatest of good fortune in his new position."

"He is an inspired choice for this very important position in that he is a scholar of the Renaissance and also a broadly educated humanist with a deep interest in music and drama," Conarroe said.

Jackson's strong showing in Pennsylvania followed by strong performance in New York primary, in which he came within a percentage of winning that bordered Mondale. The PUSH founder's strength in the industrial Northeast particularly among black voters — has increased the chance that neither Hart nor Mondale will win a majority of delegate support from the convention.

"We didn't have much to spend," he said. "We are open inspiration, dedication and enthusiasm so that one day (the old minorities) will really be a part of this democracy.

"I'm very excited," Gundersheimer said. "I'm looking forward to the new challenge."
Mondale beats Hart in Pa. Democratic primary

(Continued from page 1)

On the other hand, Hart supporters said last night that they believed Mondale will go on to become the Democratic nominee. Press con-

ference that Mondale will be the eventual nominee could help the nominee, given his prominence in the race. With the endorsement of the media in interpreting primary results and determining the outcome.

In the Grand Ballroom, the crowd included members of many different unions and retired railroad employees. Hart supporters were pleased to have the former railroad executive returned to the office for Mondale.

"We're going to follow the race and plan to maintain registration among our Councils and the district offices," he said.

Barrett had his appeal in advising the Pennsylvania Education Association to work just as hard for Hart as they would for Mondale. There was a rhythm and blues band playing most of the night, but there was nothing close to the frenetic excitement that one expects in a primary situation.

"We've been doing tracking for a month and a half," said Barrett. "It's a good campaign, and we're going to keep going."

"It's also apparent that he was very successful in getting what he intended to do," Musio continued. "He received (from students) a lot of support and respect from both parties."

"We need to support him," said another student, "as well as the national campaign."

"This campaign is not going to be easy," said Barrett. "But we plan to have a strong effort in the Pennsylvania primary."

Tayoun loses to Foglietta

(Continued from page 2)
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Pirates of Penzance

April 11, 12 at 8 pm $4

April 13 at 9 pm $5

Students, $6 all others

University Museum Auditorium

33rd & Spruce

Tickets available at the Law School or at the door.

VOTE! SPRING ELECTIONS

We'll help you get more out of college, gain valuable job experience — and pay for it.

If you have an interest in sales, advertising, or business in general, we just might have a part-time job for you as a member of our Advertising Sales Staff.

We're The Daily Pennsylvania, Penn's 99-year-old student-run newspaper, roughly the size of the New York Times. Our桧students, knowledgeable, knowledgeable, knowledgeable students can provide you with a great experience and make you a valuable member of our Advertising Sales Staff. We offer you a chance to work with people you admire, meet new people, and develop your abilities in new skills.

This is an excellent opportunity for ambitious, dedicated, capable, and those who need practical experience. We have a limited number of positions available, so your application must be postmarked by April 15, 1984.

Pricing locations:

Saturday, April 14, 1984 at 5 p.m. at the Daily Pennsylvania office. We'll have some copies left. Our reporter will make copies available for those who need them. Call 215-572-5616.

I can't go to the offices? Join us wherever you are to come to our information sessions on Wednesday, April 11, 1984 at 5 p.m. at the Daily Pennsylvania office. We'll have copies available for those who need them. Call 215-572-5616.

For more information call (212) 661-2010.
We are Expecting You For Dinner Tonight
At MAHARAJA

Indian Restaurant
110 South 40th Street
(215) 222-2245

Some Of Your Friends Are Coming Too

The PAGC invites you to join us for dinner at Maharaja. Maharaja is one of Philadelphia's finest Indian restaurants. It features a delightful menu of authentic Indian cuisine and an elegant, pleasant dining atmosphere. The PAGC's traditional Indian meal will be held on Tuesday, November 15th at 7:00 PM. Tickets are $25 per person and includes tax and tip. To reserve your seat, please contact the PAGC at 215-898-7585.

Floyd Rogers, PAGC President
URBAN OUTFITTERS
1801 WALNUT ST, RITENHOUSE SQ, PHILA, PA 269-3131
4040 LOCUST ST, THE WAREHOUSE, PHILA, PA 222-3358

PAINT THE TOWN WITH ESPRIT!

25% OFF SELECTED ESPRIT STARTING APRIL 14TH
W. Lax loses to Temple

(Continued from back page)
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M. Lacrosse to tangle with Tigers (Continued from back page)

"Kerry Ramsey has been an all-star for us for the last three times already this season, and we expect the same thing from him this year as in the game today," Seaman said. "He's been a star all season long, and we have another scouting for us this year," Seaman said, "because you have a man like Princeton uses," to witness the event, the men from the 'Ciisland were a little bit lucky to

"Everyone really wanted to win this game last week," Papenas said. "We always try to get one for, but the Cornell game was special. It really was a team effort — I don't see how they could have picked an individual out of the group." Beside his work in midfield, and as the NCAA Tournament draws nearer, Papenas also will be watching the field. It is an aspect of his game that he works hard on. "I'm happy he was

Quaker Oats

"Gerry Ronon has done all of our

Beautiful efficiency, freshly 

382-1300 for appointment
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ATTENTION: GRAD STUDENTS FIRST TIME EVER!

Single occupancy

One-bedroom apartments

Available in Graduate Tower B
September 1, 1984 - July 31, 1985

This new room type offers you privacy, space and comfort at a competitive monthly rate, as well as an ideal campus location.

For information call: Assignment Office

988-8271

Rooms Available for Summer

tau Epsilun Phi
3760 Locust Walk

Call 222-9067

or stop by.
By DAVID BRAILE. When Penn's softball takes on Villanova this afternoon in Villanova, it is as crucial to the pennants as most Penn-Villanova games in recent years. The location of this game is as important as the outcome. The Quakers women's softball team is coming off a double-header sweep against St. Joseph's last weekend, which put them in first place in the Ivy League. However, the Quakers need to win this game to keep their chances of a outright Ivy title alive. It is expected to be a close game, with the Quakers looking to maintain their momentum from the past two games. 

Baseball stung by Haverford
Fords win 11-10 on homer in 9th
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